ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE HELLENIC CAPITAL MARKET COMMISSION –
PERSONS FALSELY PRESENTING THEMSELVES AS EXECUTIVES OR
REPRESENTATIVES OF EXISTING FOREIGN COMPANIES

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission informs investors that it has become aware that persons who present themselves as executives of existing foreign investment firms or foreign firms providing services related to investments in cryptocurrencies are calling citizens by phone from telephone numbers with a United Kingdom prefix (+44) or with a Greece prefix (+30 211...), telling them that money was found in their account in the company they are supposed to represent and ask them for information and money in order to return it to them.

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission urges investors to be particularly careful and not share any personal information (identity information, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses, bank account and debit or credit card numbers, etc.) with unknown persons and not send money.

The Hellenic Capital Market Commission does not supervise cryptocurrency markets (cryptoassets) and does not supervise the provision of services related to investments in cryptocurrencies.
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